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Chairman’s Comments

This is such an exciting time for the Society; every day now brings fresh
developments as we work to create our new Centre of Excellence.
Thanks are due to the staff, trustees, the
development committee, the
architect and our supporters
for all the hard work they
have already undertaken
with this extensive project.
A great deal of effort has gone
into ensuring we will soon have
purpose-built facilities to
accommodate our rescue
dogs and assist with their
rehoming. Throughout the
planning process we have
looked to include a range of
‘green’ technology that will reduce
running and maintenance costs. While
installations such as a bio-mass boiler
and rain water harvesting facilities are
initially expensive, this up-front investment
will enable us save on costs after the build
and help underwrite our rescue and re-homing
work long into the future.
The unprecedented amount of rain certainly
left its mark on the grassed areas of the site
this winter. Here the natural chalk of the
Chiltern Hills is overlaid by a thick layer of
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clay which has resulted in some deep puddles
and heavy mud. Good drainage is therefore a
priority in our development plans which are
now gathering pace. We sent out the tenders to
a number of contractors at the end of February
and there have been lots of pre-tendering
visits to the site by potential contractors. We
have now received the quotes for the trustees
and the development committee to consider.
Once the contract has been signed with the
chosen main contractor, we anticipate main
works will start in earnest over the summer.
It is expected to take around nine months to
complete so I would like to think that by this
time next year we will be moving into our new
premises. It will certainly be a very busy time
for us. However, the Rescue Centre will remain
open throughout the work and we would ask
visitors to be patient during this time of change
as any short term inconvenience will be more
than balanced by the benefits we will reap once
work is completed. With enhanced facilities we
are confident we will be able to do even more
for the dogs in our care as well as offering
additional help with training and behavioural
work.
Needless to say, we will have to dig deep into
our financial reserves to meet the expected
costs of the re-development. Our fund raising
efforts have been redoubled and Karen New
has joined us to push on with this essential

work. I know Karen has already contacted some
of you about our forthcoming collections and
events. Any help you can offer would be greatly
appreciated. Following the success of our 50th
Anniversary Show last year we are holding a
fun dog show at St Leonards on 12th July 2014
with all proceeds helping us to get even closer
to achieving everything we wish for our dogs.
I hope you are able to attend – please see our
centre page pull out for further details. We will
of course still be having our usual quiz nights,
sponsored walk and Cream Teas event during
the year.
Thanks must also go to all the people who
have organised their own events in support of
CDRS, some traditional favourites and some
daredevil exploits which have brought our
rescue and rehoming work to the attention of
new audiences and raised significant amounts of
money for our dogs. Absolutely brilliant.
All of the above is to ensure we can continue
our rescue and rehoming work with the best
possible facilities within which to do this.
Thank you once again to everyone for your
support.
Kind regards
David Lewis, Chairman
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FROM THE RESCUE CENTRE

From the Rescue Centre
What a start to the new year! Our busiest season was hampered by rain, rain
and more rain although, high in the Chilterns, we were fortunate not to suffer
the devastating floods experienced elsewhere.
Nevertheless a succession of violent storms
made our day to day activities very difficult and
thick mud and fallen trees in the woods proved
challenging for our intrepid dog walkers. Our
sincere thanks go to the team of recruits and
their officers from RAF Halton who spent the
5th March spring cleaning the site for us.
Despite the weather there has been a steady

RAF Visit
stream of dogs into and out of the Rescue
Centre, one of the benefits of increased
publicity by the Society. Enquiries for dogs
to come in from our traditional catchment
areas remained fairly constant over the winter
months but we also offered support to a small
number of dogs from Romania.

Why rescue dogs from abroad?
The Society started to help stray and unwanted
dogs from Chesham and Amersham but quickly
expanded to help dogs from a much wider area
including, where possible, dogs from some of the
pounds in South Wales which we have supported
for more than twenty years. Indeed, while local
dogs remain our priority, dogs are accepted from,
and rehomed to, many different parts of the UK.
The quality of the home is more important to
us than where in the country it is located. Over
the years CDRS has also taken a few dogs from
abroad – dogs from owners who have moved
4

to this country but find they can’t keep their
pet, dogs from owners in the armed forces who
travel extensively and a small number of dogs
rescued by people holidaying abroad who have
funded quarantine but can not house the dog
themselves.
CDRS can not make a huge contribution to the
plight of dogs in Eastern Europe but every dog
given a lifeline is one dog that will no longer have
to endure daily cruelty and abuse. To understand
what dogs in Romania are facing right now, I
asked Michelle Holmes, one of the UK coordinators for Romanian street dogs to respond
to the question: Why rescue Romanian dogs?
WARNING: The following account contains
content that some members may find distressing.
This is the recurring question! Why
take dogs from another country when there is not
enough room for dogs in the UK?
There are two sets of answers to this: one is to do
with the over breeding of dogs in the UK and the
lack of restriction and regulation of this; the other
side is the situation in Romania. It’s historical, it’s
cultural and therefore it’s deep rooted and will
take a long time to change.The dogs suffering now
don’t have time to wait and that is why we are
determined to help them as much as we can right
now.There has always been an animal welfare issue
in Romania – most people will know of the child
welfare scandals of Romanian orphanages in the
1970s and 80s and so perhaps it’s unsurprising
that animals come last on the welfare agenda.
There have always been strays unchecked, but in
the 1980s under the Ceacescu regime, cities were
redeveloped, low level housing pulled down and
apartments put up. People were forced to give up
their animals and, with the lack of any responsible

neutering programme, the stray situation exploded
with literally hundreds of thousands of animals left
to fend for themselves on the streets.
The very recent crisis has been ongoing since
September 2013 with a new law that was passed
to round up all the strays and to euthanise within
14 days. Dogcatchers are hired by local authorities.
It’s brutal, dogs are chased down, have wire strung
around their necks and tightened, dragged and
traumatised. In the shelters, they are rammed into
kennels overflowing with dogs regardless of their
natures; many fight and kill each other.There is
corruption on a large scale, decreasing the incentive
to change the system and either neuter and release
or put to sleep with an injection. Money for food is
diverted and the dogs are starved; disease is rife,
neutering happens, but often without anaesthetic
and in unimaginably callous ways.
In the last couple of weeks, there has been slaughter
on a massive scale. In the UK, we understand the
word euthanasia to mean a vet giving a gentle
injection and the dog not knowing much about it. In
Romania, they are not afforded this luxury; clubbed
to death in front of each other’s eyes. Here the word
‘shelter’ is of course a misnomer, they are nothing
more than death camps.
The rescuers in Romania are in a state of constant
heartbreak.Volunteers all, they are sometimes
allowed into the public shelters to feed and give
medical attention, but just as quickly disqualified
and have no further access to dogs they have cared
for.They go in, they attend to their dogs and the
next day those dogs are gone, only blood on the
floor. How they keep coping and keep sane in this
situation is almost beyond comprehension and we
are determined to stand behind them and do all we
can to help until the law is changed and this horror
is a thing of the past.
I’m sorry this article is so negative.The positive is
managing to get some of these dogs out; seeing the
lucky ones arrive here and go on to live perfectly
normal doggie lives with cuddles in front of the

fire, full tums and a soft bed. Some of them arrive
traumatised, having seen things we don’t want to
imagine. Others just need love and cuddles to forget
the past they’ve escaped. For them it is beyond their
wildest dreams, for us it is our dream come true to
manage to make it happen for some of them.
If you are still in any
doubt, this is Roxy’s
story.
Roxy, a young crossbred
bitch, arrived at the
Rescue Centre on
Roxy at the 23rd November after a
Rescue Centre three day journey from
Romania with five other
dogs. She was one of the most traumatised dogs
we have seen from any source, unable to stand,
terrified of being touched and with a significant
twitch in her head and shoulder. With patience
and persistence we were able to structure
opportunities for Roxy to move forward
physically and psychologically to the point
where she could enjoy walks, be comfortable
around other dogs and be stroked, brushed and
handled. As part of her rehabilitation process,
Roxy spent the Christmas holidays with an
experienced foster carer and two other dogs
which contributed massively to her confidence
and social skills. On the 26th January, Roxie left
the Rescue Centre to join a new life with Mark
and Karen and their ten year old dog Alfie. She
is still ‘work in progress’ but the transformation
is almost unbelievable as Karen describes,
‘Roxy is doing really well.The first couple of
days were a bit of a trial, with a lot of whining
and scratching at the front door but come the
Wednesday it was like we had a different dog.
She stopped scratching at the door and was more
relaxed and settled. She did follow me around quite
a lot for the first couple of weeks - which made
hoovering a bit awkward - but she tends to take
herself off for a sleep now if I’m busy.

...continued overleaf
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FROM THE RESCUE CENTRE
...continued from previous page
would be told she is safe and in good hands.
This is the response we received:

Roxy and Alfie at home
We kept her on a long lead to go out in the
garden for a couple of weeks and she seemed to
be scanning for exit routes a few times but she
is perfectly fine out there now and pretty much
always comes when called. She was fascinated by
the fish in the pond at first but barely pays them
any attention now.We had to stop Alfie and Roxy
‘rough housing’ play in the house, because it was
getting a bit too rough at times, but they run around
together in the garden once or twice a day & that
is a lot better (if muddier). .. She still walks well on
the lead and is a pleasure to walk. She will also sit
straight down for treats & her food & with a bit
of persuasion when she has her lead put on. She
is also getting pretty good at giving her paw. Her
favourite games seem to be treat based, rather
than toy based and she is getting quite good at ‘find
it’, which is where I hide the treats around the living
room & they then have to find them.We also play a
similar thing in the garden, where I throw the treats
and the dogs hunt for them in the grass.
She still has her ‘twitch’, but it really only shows
when she is tired or nervous…She is still wary of
most people she doesn’t know (understandably).
She does sometimes wag her tail though, so I’m
sure that will improve with time. I, on the other
hand am lucky enough to have big tail wags &
cuddles, which is lovely. All in all, she is a pleasure
and we are enjoying having her and hopefully she is
enjoying being with us too.’
We know that the volunteers in Romania are
always desperate to receive news of the dogs
they send abroad to be safe. We forwarded
an update about Roxy in the hope that her
rescuers in Romania, who knew her as Rexona,
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After you sent me the update on Rexona (Roxy), I
messaged the rescuers who had sent all the Craiova
dogs to me in Bucharest in September (I took 104
altogether, a mixture of dogs collected from the
streets, the public shelter and from fosterers, all
in grave danger in Craiova where they were on a
literal killing spree at that time. I agreed to take
104 dogs into private shelter in Bucharest and
Rexona was one of these and one of the last to
leave).
At the time, I liaised with just 4 rescuers from
Craiova, but over time, it became clear that they
didn’t know all the dogs, but other rescuers, their
friends, did. So sometimes I have to message and
ask if anybody knows x or y dog.
I was told the name of a rescuer and messaged her.
This is what I got back:
“Yes, Rexona come from me. Her mother, pregnant
came in my neighborhood. She was hidden and
after some time appeared four puppies shy, scared
and suspicious. But when they gained confidence
became very devoted. One was hit by a car, another
poisoned and they died. A good woman took care
of them (two girls).Their mother is still here, very
scared. From time to time she call me to ask how is
doing Rexona..
When I showed her the photos: “Amazing, amazing,
amazing!!!! What a difference ! THANK YOU VERY
VERY MUCH!” “Tomorrow I will bring her all the
pictures printed.
Then this morning:
“The meeting with that lovely lady was exciting. She
was crying and kissing the pictures and thank God
that heard her prayers. She prayed for Rexona to
be well and to all those who made this possible and
will continue as she will live. She never forget and
many thanks.”
Sara Muncke GoDT(MT) MCFBA

PREVIOUS EVENTS
Activities Since Last Newsletter
Waitrose, Chesham

Tea and Coffee Morning

Worley’s Funeral Directors, Tring

Pets At Home,
Hemel Hempstead

In October CDRS was lucky enough to be
nominated as one of the charities to benefit
from a community donation of £320.

Our grateful thanks go to Lindsay and all at
Worley’s Funeral Directors who continue to
support CDRS in such a generous manner. In
addition to other donations through out the
year, a delightful window display at Christmas
raised a wonderful £260.

The Jolly Sportsman, Chesham
A fantastic Christmas
tombola arranged
by Debbie Willbee
for patrons of this
popular pub raised
£151.42. Cheers
everyone.

Quiz Night,
Cholesbury

Once again Shelagh England’s annual Quiz
Evening at Cholesbury was a rip-roaring
success; her unrivalled enthusiasm and style
raised £485 for the dogs. If you are lucky
enough to get tickets this year, do go!

Christmas Festival, Tring

Just over £220 was raised on our stall at
this popular local event. Thank you to all our
volunteers who helped us on the night.

Gade Dog Training Club,
Kings Langley

Thank you to the trainers and members who
made a donation of £128 to the Society from
Club funds and a further donation of £113,
proceeds of a fun packed Christmas Party
and raffle.

Many thanks to Geraldine Walker who raised
£100 by holding a Tea and Coffee morning
for family and friends.

Pets at Home, their
staff and customers
continue to be very
generous supporters
of CDRS. In December
2013 we received a
donation of £254.14
which was followed
in January 2014 by a
further £1039.56 from their Support Adoption
For Pets Scheme. We are also delighted to
receive regular donations of dog food, dog
biscuits, bedding and toys and our sincere
thanks go to Manager Gerry McDermott, his
team at Pets at Home and customers for all
their help.

Cake Sale

Charlotte Pearce baked cakes and sold them to
raise £9.50 to help our rescue dogs. Thank you
Charlotte

Arc Sailing Race

Peter Weltenius made an epic voyage across
the Atlantic to raise £513 for CDRS.

CDRS Quiz Night,
Ashley Green

One of our most popular fund raising events
with new teams and familiar faces raised a
magnificent £742.65. Thank you to all the teams
that attended, everyone who donated raffle
prizes and to Carol and her team for providing
us with a fantastic supper once again.
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NEW FACE AT CDRS

New face
at CDRS
I am delighted to have recently
been appointed as Fundraiser for
the Society.

When I was asked to write a few words
introducing myself, I thought I would check and
see just when my involvement with the Society
started. I can remember the very first time I
visited the Rescue Centre, which was then in
Hog Lane, to drop off some towels and blankets.
Whilst there I registered as a dog walker and
the following week I walked my first dog. My
diary tells me the date was the 23rd April 2006
and the dog was called Bailey!
From there I was hooked and began to dog
walk on a regular basis. It quickly became
apparent to me that CDRS was more than
‘just a rescue centre’. The staff’s dedication to
ensure that each and every dog was carefully
matched with a new owner was clear to see.
The ethos of the Society inspired me and I
wanted to do more to help. A cunning trustee
(who shall remain nameless!) approached me
to ask if I would consider helping out at the
annual Cream Teas event. I expect the rest is
history! I soon found myself volunteering on a
regular basis by doing street collections, helping
out at events and most recently assisting with
the planning and organisation of last year’s 50th
anniversary celebrations.
With planning permission granted for the
rebuild of the Rescue Centre and work
hopefully starting later this year, I couldn’t have
joined the Society at a more exciting time and I
am thrilled to be working with such a fantastic
team of people.
The rebuild will undoubtedly give us more
opportunities for fundraising as we move
8

Karen and Blanka
getting aquainted
towards creating a Centre of Excellence for our
rehoming and rescue work. Our aim is to build
on our existing fundraising programme, increase
our profile and subsequently our revenue.
Our volunteers are a hugely important part of
the Society. Please take a look at some of the
opportunities on the following page. We would
love to hear from you if you feel that you are
able to help in any way.
I hope that you will be able to join us at one
of our events during the coming year and look
forward to meeting you!
Karen New

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Diary of forthcoming events 2014
MAY

CDRS Sponsored Walk

MAY

Wendover

18
22

MAY

24

JUN

2.30 pm for a prompt 3pm start

Street Collection

Sainsburys Chesham
Supermarket Collection

London Nightride

Paul Hogarth is doing a London
8 Nightride on behalf of CDRS. He is
cycling 100km round London on 7-8th June
2014. He can be sponsored by going to www.
justgiving.com/Paul-Hogarth
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JUL

12

AUG

02

AUG

09

AUG

17

AUG

28

SEP

06

SE P

Amersham Heritage Day

07

Enjoy the best of the heritage and
tradition as Old Amersham comes alive

SE P

Thame Show

18

Thame Show is returning in 2014 to its
traditional third Thursday in September
date on September 18th
SE P

21

North Herts
Dog Training Club
Companion Dog Show
Hitchin Cricket & Rugby Club

NOV

Hemel Hempstead

NOV

Amersham

Annual Summer Show will be held on
the Risborough Rangers Football Field

NOV

St Albans

Working Woodlands Day

DEC

CDRS Dog Show

St Leonards, HP23 6NW. Registration
from 1pm. Classes start at 2pm

Monks Risborough Show

Chiltern Woodland Burial Park,
Beaconsfield

CDRS Cream Teas

Cholesbury Common. From 2pm

Bucks County Show

Show runs from 8.00am until 6.00pm and
is still considered one of the best One
Day Agricultural Shows in the Country

Sainsburys London
Colney

Supermarket Collection

15
22
29
06

Street Collection

Street Collection

Street Collection

Dinner/Dance evening

With live music from the Bumnotes.
Further details and tickets available
from the Rescue Centre soon

Street Collections
Each year we arrange a number of
collections in local town centres and
outside major supermarkets.
If you would be prepared to
give up two hours to cover a
shift with another volunteer, or
could help with a fund raising
event of a different kind, we
would love to hear from you.
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LETTERS - it’s your write!
Fred

Albert

Here is Fred looking muddy after a walk this
month. He still loves his life here in France.
I’m continuing my role as PR Coordinator for
Phoenix Rescue and it’s a challenge, but I love it.
Last year we rescued and re-homed 139 dogs
and 79 cats. The need is great here. Animals are
not treated well compared with the UK, and
neutering is not something that the French have
understood the benefits of yet, in general. Lots
of work to do....
I hope everything is going well there for you.
Fred sends his love and a big thank you for
helping him find his perfect life.
Best wishes,
JH (France).
Fred

Albert
Just writing to update on you on the most
popular member of our family! As you will
remember we adopted Albert back at the end
of August and life has been a joy ever since.
He settled in straight away and hasn’t a bad
bone in his body! We all absolutely adore him,
in particular my daughter who has taught him
“sit, paw, beg” which he picked up in a matter
of days! He is very typical of a Bichon and has
these mad crazy 5 minute tear arounds; he
has great character and such an easy little dog.
He has been to the groomers and is bathed
regularly (mud seems to love him!) We all went
to Cornwall for Christmas and running free on
the beach was just the best time ever! Thank
you for our little man, we love him to bits! xx
NP (Kings Langley)
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Dexter

Dexter

As you can see Dexter seems to enjoy
living here. He has become much more
settled recently and is having plenty of
walks and runs to try and wear him out.
He is doing plenty of obedience training
and still manages to take us for regular
walks. It is great to have him here.
CC (Chesham)

Robbie

Robbie (also featured on the front cover of
the newsletter) is absolutely the greatest
dog on the planet. Thank you so much Robbie is brilliant and has changed our
lives. Robbie has now been trained and can
demonstrate 30 different tricks. All credit
to your team allowing families to re-home
dogs with massive potential.
Thank you xxx
WM & AM (Flitwick)
Robbie

Robbie is also featured on
the cover of the newsletter
11

Sara Muncke, is a Member of the Canine &
Feline Behaviour Association of Great Britain
and is authorised to see clients and work with
dogs with all levels of behavioural problems.

You can do this by shopping online
with easyfundraising.org.uk – just visit:
www.easyfundraising.org.uk/

cdrs

When you shop online, you’ll earn
a donation at no additional cost to you,
which goes straight to our cause!

over 2,700 retailers to shop with, including:

Do you have unwanted
towels or blankets?
Each year CDRS is able to claim the tax
people have paid on their donations to
the Society provided they are a UK tax
payer. This generates significant additional
funds for our work. So, if you are a UK
tax payer, please help us by filling in a Gift
Aid Form.

We are always grateful for any spare
blankets and towels for our dogs to snuggle
into at night, especially with the English
winter in full force now.
Since settling into our new site near
Wendover our stocks have been running low,
so if you are having a clear out we would be
delighted to receive your donations.

If you have already filled in a Gift Aid Form
for us, please remember that you need
to ensure you pay tax equivalent
to the tax on your donation. If
this is no longer the case then
please make sure the Society
is informed.
EST 1963

CHILTERNS DOG
RESCUE SOCIETY
PUTTING DOGS FIRST
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CDRS, Bromley Heights, St Leonards Rd,
Chivery, Nr Tring, Herts HP23 6LD.
Tel. 01296 623885

Setting Sail
for the dogs
On 24th November, Peter Weltenius
embarked on the ARC (Atlantic Rally for
Cruisers), an epic non-stop, 2,700 nautical
race miles, westward across the Atlantic
from Las Palmas de Gran Canarias to
Rodney Bay, Saint Lucia.

The ARC is a ‘must do’ for many
sailors, and attracts over 200 boats
and 1200 people every year to sail
across the Atlantic. Every person who
has sailed across the Atlantic is officially
allowed to wear Red trousers.
Peter was one of four people sailing on
“Ocean Wanderer” a 41’ cruising sailing yacht, working a shift pattern of two
hours on and four hours off (day and night) for almost a month.
Having braved wind, weather and whales Peter arrived safely in St Lucia
just before Christmas. Sponsorship for Peter’s voyage of a lifetime raised
the magnificent total of £513 for dogs at the Rescue Centre. Brilliant!
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International
Fundraising
Challenge

Jez Perkins
and Charlie

North
East India
I’ve done a few crazy things in my time including
4 marathons, 1 double marathon, The Welsh
3000’s (summiting all the peaks in Snowdonia
over 3000m’s in one day – there are 16)
summiting Kilimanjaro ( the worlds tallest free
standing mountain at 5895m’s), a zip wire
across the Oval Cricket Ground and abseiling
off the top of Guys Hospital tower. So when I
was presented with the opportunity to travel to
India and trek through the Himalayas, I jumped
at the chance to much rolling of eyes from my
long suffering girlfriend.
This trip also gave me the opportunity to raise
money for the Chilterns Dog Rescue Society.
Nine years ago I re-homed Charlie through the
CDRS, and he’s been my best mate ever since.

The Expedition

The challenge began in Dharamsala after a
reasonably tortuous journey which included
a plane, sleeper train, where my pillow and
blanket was stolen whilst I was using them by a
local who was obviously colder than I was, and
finally a 7 hour trip in a 4x4.
14

Dharamsala
The trek took us from Dharamsala, where
the Dalai Lama and the centre of the Tibetan
Community are situated, through local villages
including Kareri, Bal and up to Triund, slowly
ascending the foothills of the Himalayas and
into the Dhaula Dahr Mountain Range, until we
reached our final destination of Laka Got at an
altitude of 3500m’s.
The scenery along the route was breathtaking
passing through dense pine forests, mountain
streams, alpine meadows and glaciers. Dotted
along the route are Chai Shops serving hot
buttery tea to passing sheep herders and
trekkers, making for a very welcome stop for
tired legs.
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CHILTERNS DOG
RESCUE SOCIETY
PUTTING DOGS FIRST

Chilterns Dog Rescue Society

2014 Dog Show

2PM - Saturday 12th July 2014
St Leonards Parish Hall & Field
Jenkins Lane, St Leonards HP23 6NW

Parking £1 • Registration from 1.00PM • £2 per dog per class

CDRS 2014 Dog Show

SHOW TIMETABLE
With thanks to all our sponsors

Timings are approximate. Classes will not start before these times.
Classes will be limited to 35 dogs.

2.00 - Ring 1

Handsomest Dog
sponsored by Clarke and Marshall Veterinary Surgery
2.00 - Ring 2
Prettiest Bitch
sponsored by Wendover Heights Veterinary Centre
2.20 - Ring 1
Best Rescue Dog (any source)
sponsored by Barton Lodge Veterinary Centre
2.20 - Ring 2
Best Rescue Bitch (any source)
sponsored by Springwell Veterinary Surgery
2.40 - Ring 1
Best Veteran (7 years and over)
sponsored by Larkmead Veterinary Group
3.00 - Ring 1
Best Trick By A Dog
sponsored by Long Marston Dog Training Classes
3.20 - Ring 1
Dog With The Most Appealing Eyes
sponsored by Chess Veterinary Clinic
3.40 - Ring 1
Dog With The Waggiest Tail
sponsored by Blythwood Vets
4.00 - Ring 1
Dog The Judge Would Most Like To Take Home
sponsored by Books @ Hoddesden
4.20 - Ring 1&2 Musical Mats
sponsored by Little Revel End Kennels
4.40 - Ring 1&2 Sausage Scramble
sponsored by Unique Pets, Aylesbury

Dogs must be kept on a lead at all times please
Dog show registration from 1.00pm
Please clean up after your dog

•

ALL FRIENDS, MEMBERS

CDRS 2014 Dog Show

CDRS

St Leonards Hall
HP23 6NW

St Leonards Parish Hall, Jenkins Lane, St Leonards HP23 6NW

Thank you to our Sponsors:
Rosettes:
sponsored by Rossway DTS
Class Prizes:
sponsored by Arden Grange
Gift Vouchers:
sponsored by Partners Pets
Hall Hire:
sponsored by Stringer Mann Partnership
Refreshments:
sponsored by Top Class Tree Services

AND THEIR DOGS WELCOME

CDRS 2014 Dog Show

Stalls include:
• Archie’s Ices

• Malcolm Taylor dog photographer

• CDRS Main stand

• Sunnyside Rural Trust

• Bric-a-brac

• Handmade Dog Collars • Sweet Lily Jams
and Toys
• Toys Tombola
• Imogen’s Candles
• Vince King Woodcarver
• Jazy’s Fizzy Biz handmade skin care
• Wendover Heights microchipping and
• Jewellery
nail clipping
• Refreshments

Look forward to seeing
you all there!

The Camp at Triund

The 4 legged guides
Chai shop at Laka Got
3500m’s altitude

Our Guides

We were accompanied by local guides who led
us along the route and generally looked after
us. However they were not the only locals to
accompany us on our trek.
After being on the mountains for a number of
days we were adopted by two dogs. We were
obviously wary of our new trekkers initially
but quickly realised that they were extremely
friendly and more than that these dogs seemed
to have our best interests at heart.

At difficult sections of the trek these two dogs
would escort us leading us along the best route,
constantly looking behind ensuring we were still
with them. If we lagged behind they would wait
for us to catch up. On one particular slow and
tricky section one of the dogs dropped behind
and stayed at the back of the group making sure
we were all together. We queried the presence
and behaviour of the dogs with our guides who
explained that the dogs and many more like
them live out on the mountains and are revered
by local trekkers and climbers who believe
them to be reincarnated guides. The dogs
followed us for several days then disappeared.
On our descent we happened to pass a group
of trekkers going up the mountain escorted by
the two dogs that had seen us safely to the top.

Thank You’s

Thanks go to all those that supported me by
giving donations, our local Indian guides and of
course those enigmatic dogs.
Jez at Triund
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Working Trials

Ross McCarthy is a
member of the British
Institute of Professional
Dog Trainers and the
Canine and Feline
Behaviour Association.
He runs the London Dog
Behaviour Company.
A recent conversation with a Gundog trainer
friend of mine really highlighted to me the
importance of species and breed specific
activities. Through not only my work, but the
casual observations of dogs and owners in
the park, there are a great number of dogs
whom are bored, unfulfilled and as a result
full of mischief and excess energy. These
dogs receive such negative engagement from
owners due to their problematic behaviour
and cause problems for other people and park
users due to them needing to source their
own fun whether that is pursuing other dogs
or just being a general nuisance about the
house caused through under-stimulation and
boredom.
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Whilst there are a great many activities one
can compete in with your dogs, I have chosen
working trials. It is not as competitive as
obedience – although there are places and
winners at a trial you are really only competing
for points and so all other competitors
are backing you and offer a real sense of
camaraderie making the trials themselves a
great day out. The lack of precision for the
exercises such as heelwork means also that the
dogs really enjoy their training time.
Although entering the trial, winning a place
and qualifying are reason enough to take up
this training discipline, there are so many other
benefits that I have come to realise.
Perhaps the most important affect it has
is to deepen the relationship and levels of
communication between owner and dog and
quickly increases the owners’ knowledge of
training and timing. For example, teaching a
dog not to mouth a dumbbell, to lie down and
indicate articles on a track or to search for tiny
items in a search square all require advanced
training techniques that you have to learn. All

of the training is through rewards, play and
motivational responses and the amount of time
spent playing with the dog all further deepen
the relationship and bond between you.
Additionally, most who compete in working
trials train their dogs on a daily basis and in
common with people; mental stimulation can
be more exhausting than the physical aspects of
the exercises. As I have said many times, a tired
dog is a good dog and all working trials dogs
sleep soundly and contentedly after a couple of
hours training (so do their handlers!).
Practically speaking the exercises taught can be
utilised about the home and on walks. Because
of the fact most of the training is around the
retrieve and scenting, I utilise this in helping me
put out the washing, picking up dropped items
in the home like pens, cutlery, going to retrieve
the post when it arrives etc. All of this ‘house
work’ strengthens the stability of the training in
different locations and also further gives your dog
something to do thus tiring the mind and keeping
them out of trouble…it can if you are not careful
create a lazy owner – getting the dog to fetch the
TV remote is the ultimate in relaxation!
...continued overleaf
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Working Trials (continued)

Perhaps the most beneficial exercise is the
tracking for lost articles. Teaching the dog to
follow a scent trail and indicate articles on the
track will prove invaluable should you drop
your door keys or mobile phone when walking
in the park!
For all of the working trials stakes, the dogs
have to do a clear jump, a 9ft long jump and a
6ft scale. This has proved really useful when out
walking. Because my Rottweilers are trained to
either jump over, jump across or scale a wall, I
can use these same commands when it comes
to crossing a river, getting over a fence on a
country ramble. I have not yet needed to get
them over a 6ft fence and hopefully never will,
but all the same – It’s much easier than picking
them up should the need ever arise!
Of course it helps with the dog’s fitness and
general health as well as yours. Teaching the
dog a send-away requires a fair bit of running
on the behalf of the dog…and the handler.
Spending time training and working with your
dog can only ever be a good thing as far as both
of you are concerned. It is very beneficial for
you and your dog. Working trials differs from
most other disciplines in that it puts the dog
and handler out in the countryside, channelling
the dog’s natural abilities and instincts to work
with the owner, to carry out exercises which
replicate some of the exercises needed in real
life by working dogs of various types.
Whilst all breeds can take part in trials, the
smaller dogs due to the size of the jumps may
not be able to compete or will certainly not
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be able to compete at the higher levels, but
that should not put you off training. Border
collies appear the main players in working
trials at present simply due to their high
trainability, stamina and size. However, German
Shepherds, Boxers, Schnauzers, Australian
Shepherds, Cattle dogs, Gundogs, Mixed breeds
and allsorts can train and compete. So many
dogs would benefit from having their energies
channelled in a positive way. The training is
affirmative for all and only takes a little time
each day and perhaps a more dedicated training
session each week.
The dogs love the nosework elements – you
can see when they are tracking or searching
their full instinctual drives come alive; it
switches them on.You do not teach a dog
to track – they all do it instinctually, all we
do is to harness the natural ability and get it
‘on cue’. There is nothing better than being
in the middle of a field being pulled along by
your dog – having to trust him completely
– you do not know where you are going
or where the articles may be and so, your
dog leads and learning to trust your dog is a
critical component of not only trials, but living
alongside them as well.
As with all training, spending time with your
dog, working out how to teach new exercises,
how to motivate and how to progress your
training as well as chaining your exercises
together gives you a far deeper understanding
of how your dog learns and operates.Your
subsequent success, comradeship and rewards
cement your relationship in order that your
dog truly becomes a trusted, balanced, reliable
and responsive companion.
For those of you interested in finding out about
the sport,Three Counties Working Trials Club
run various introduction days where you can take
your dog, have a go at the training, watch other
trials dogs being trained and worked – a kind of
try before you buy! For more information go to
https://www.facebook.com/workingtrials

Dog Safety
Education Executive

The Dog Safety Education Executive (DogSEE)
was established in January 2011. DogSEE meets
an increased demand for the supply of canine
safety and management related knowledge
when working in homes which have dogs on the
property.
DogSEE offer courses for all professionals and
individuals whose remit includes visiting homes;
for example, paramedics, postal workers, social
workers, nurses and utility officials. The half-day
and one day courses have proved a huge benefit
to all who have attended.
Many of the delegates have a fear of dogs and
it is surprising how many of those people
overcome their fear and stroke the dogs that

‘work’ on the courses. DogSEE is unique
and offer attendees the chance to meet with
many breeds of dog including Staffordshire
Bull Terriers, Rottweilers, German Shepherds,
Chihuahua and Great Danes.

For more information
view www.dogsee.org
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LETTERS - it’s your write!

Gem

Hello everybody - just a short note to let you
all know how I’m getting on. Would have been
in touch sooner but so much seems to have
happened since I last saw you.
After leaving with the man in the car, I arrived
at a new place with a big garden and fields and
met some very big ‘dogs’ in their stables. Soon
another car arrived and I met a dog who I went
walking with. Everybody seemed very happy
to see me. Had to stay on the lead for a little
while but quite soon went exploring by myself.
Rebel the big dog was OK about me being
around until dinner time when he realised that
I was going to stay then he got a bit grumpy.
They were very worried about me doing a wee
and poo outside but got very excited when I
did. Funny people these humans. Was very tired,
so was happy to go to bed.
Since then it has been very busy - going for
Gem
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short walks, exploring the house (there must
be some special rooms upstairs because I’m
not allowed to go up to them), playing in the
garden, trying to make friends with the cat (he
does not seem to want to make friends with
me - yet) and helping with the gardening. They
even measured me with a stick to see how tall
I was - 5 hands whatever that is. I still get lots
of praise when I go for a poo outside and they
are even talking about getting me a nice new
bed to sleep on. They talk to me all the time quite often when I do something they don’t like
they say this word No but when I’m really good
I get tit bits (which is a good job because I’m
always hungry!!). Enjoyed an afternoon in the
sun having a little sleep and a bonding session.
I think I’ll like it here so have decided to stay.
Must go now as I have to go for another walk this time they tell me I’m going to the Garden
Centre - not certain what that is but as long as
they have got some tit bits for me I’m sure it
will be alright. Will let you know how I get on
Lots of Love
Gem (Aylesbury)

Ollie

As you can see from the picture, Ollie has
settled in well. Thank you for matching us with
such a nice dog. He has been very well behaved
over the Christmas holiday, having lots of walks
and then settling down for lots of cuddles with
our son Adam. They have become great mates.
He is a pleasure and will help us as a family
through some of our difficult times.
PS and NS (Watlington)

Lenny

Lenny

We absolutely love Lenny and he has settled
in very well. He’s been to dog training and is
making great progress ! We couldn’t wish for a
better dog, thank you so much.
NG (Bovingdon)
Ollie

Millie

Millie

This is a picture of Millie with my
granddaughter. Millie has settled really well and
is just a lovely natured dog.
PH (Denham)
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My dog is missing!
However careful and vigilant you are,
there is always a chance your dog could
suddenly disappear if left in the garden or
when out for a walk. A moment of panic
is completely understandable but don’t
despair, there are lots of things you can do
to be reunited as soon as possible.

By law your dog must wear a collar with a
disc engraved with your name and address
attached to it, at least when he is out in public but
ideally at all times.
Microchipping is also strongly
recommended, which we can do for you
at the Rescue Centre. Remember to notify the
microchipping company of any permanent changes to
your contact details if you move or buy a new phone.
It is also important to let them know if you go on
holiday and temporarily wish to be contacted in
a different place or nominate someone else to
be responsible for your dog in your absence.

Found Dogs
If you find a dog and it is safe to do so:
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•

Check to see if the dog is wearing any identification, a disc or microchip
tag, which would enable the owner to be contacted

•

If there is no visible identification, contact the local authority dog
warden immediately. They will arrange to collect the dog provided it is
in a contained area and it is within their contracted hours. This will give
the owner the best chance of being reunited with their pet

•

Be aware that your local police have no responsibility for strays and
rehoming centres will rarely take in strays, except in certain emergency
situations.

Lost Dogs
If you do lose your dog you need
to take immediate action:

•

Contact your local authority dog
warden, via your local council offices

•

Contact your microchipping company
to advise them

•

Contact boarding kennels and
rehoming centres in your area

•
•

Contact all local veterinary surgeries
Only contact the police if you think
your dog has been stolen, they no
longer have responsibility for strays
Visit places where you usually walk
your dog and call his name – check in
and under places where he may have
got caught up as trapped dogs rarely
make any noise

•

Register your dog with a national lost
dog database, such as DogLost

•

Check public notice boards to see if
anyone has found him

•

Put up your own posters with a
photo of your dog but do not offer a
reward as this is against the law

•

Consider using local papers, radio
stations and social media to advertise
your search

Stray Dogs

It is advisable not to attempt
to keep a stray dog – if you
do so without informing the
dog warden, you are breaking
the law and may be accused of
theft.
With the agreement of the Dog
Warden, you may be able to take care
of a stray dog you have found. However,
you will have to keep the dog for a
minimum statutory period of 28 days to
allow the owner to come forward and
take on financial and legal responsibility
while it is in your care.You also run
the risk that you become emotionally
attached to a dog that you later have to
return to its rightful owner or find that
you have responsibility for a dog that
turns out to be more problematic than
it first appeared.

Microchipping
Microchipping all dogs at the earliest
opportunity minimises the hazards and
heartbreak of a dog being lost or stolen
and means that, providing contact
details are up to date, the owner can
be alerted whenever and wherever
it is found. If your dog is not yet
microchipped, trained staff are available
at CDRS and would be more than
happy to help you to protect your dog
Briony Carter.
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VET

REPORT

Seasonal
Canine Illness

Over the past year or so, there have been a number of
reports in the press about dogs becoming ill and dying after
being exercised in woodland areas. This mysterious disease,
now known as Seasonal Canine Illness (SCI), comes on very
quickly, usually within 24 -72 hours of a walk and affected
dogs will require urgent veterinary intervention.

Clinical Signs

The most common clinical signs
reported are:
• Vomiting
• Diarrhoea (which can vary from
watery to bloody)
• Tummy (abdominal) pain
• Lethargy (or reluctance to move)
• Loss of appetite
• Shaking or trembling
• High temperature (fever)
The most common clinical signs are sickness,
diarrhoea and lethargy. If you suspect your
dog is showing symptoms of SCI then please
contact your vet immediately.

What should I do if my dog
experiences any of the
clinical signs?

Contact your vet immediately so that your dog
receives treatment as soon as possible.

Can it be passed to other dogs?
There is no evidence at the moment that
Seasonal Canine Illness can be passed from dog
to dog. In some cases dog owners with more
than one dog have only had one case, even
when all the dogs walked together. In other
cases, all dogs that have been walked together
have been affected. However, until the cause
is found, the possibility that the disease is
contagious cannot be ruled out.
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What is the risk of my dog
been affected?

At the moment, it is difficult to assess the risk
of dogs being affected as the cause of Seasonal
Canine Illness remains unknown. The risk is
probably lower in winter and spring with very
few cases being reported between the end of
November and the end of August.
The majority of cases are reported in
September and October. However it is
important to remember that even during these
months only a small proportion of dogs walking
in woodland areas are affected.

Where have the majority of
deaths occurred?

In the two years the Animal Health Trust has
been investigating Seasonal Canine Illness, just
under nine percent of dogs affected have died.
The majority of these were in 2010 in Norfolk.

What are the likely causes?

There are a number of theories regarding the
cause of Seasonal Canine Illness; none of them
have been confirmed.
The research carried out at the Animal Health
Trust and the information gathered will help to
build a list of risk factors in affected dogs and
compare them to those in non affected dogs.
Hopefully, this should help find the cause of the
disease.

Have the investigations ruled
anything out?
Following the Animal Health Trust’s
investigations, certain theories about the
cause of Seasonal Canine Illness are now
believed to be less likely although they have
not been completely ruled out. These include
manufactured poisons (pesticides, herbicides,
and organophosphates), naturally occurring
toxins (from poisonous plants and fungi) and
bracken spores.

What is being done in the
way of testing?

The Environment Agency tested natural water
sources in some affected areas for the presence
of blue-green algae.The test results were negative.
Natural England tested samples in some
affected areas in Nottinghamshire and ruled
out manufactured poisons (carbamates,
metaldehyde, organophosphates, paraquat,
diquat, rodenticides, and strychnine).
The Animal Health Trust is archiving samples of
blood and gastrointestinal tract contents (vomit,
diarrhoea) for future diagnostic testing. Samples
cannot be accepted directly from dog owners,
and must be sent via veterinary surgeon.

What advice is being given
about walking with dogs in
woodland areas?

The advice is to be vigilant and if you have
any concerns, contact your vet immediately.
Although the evidence suggests it is a seasonal
illness it is best to stay vigilant at all times of
the year. The Animal Health Trust is not in a
position where to advise where you should or
should not be walking your dogs, but is trying
to alert dog owners to this potential risk so
you can make a better informed decision. If you
are worried you may wish to walk your dog
on a lead so you know exactly where it is at all
times. Alternatively contact your local vet to

see if any cases have been reported or seen by
them in your local area.
Seasonal Canine Illness should not be confused
with Alabama Rot, another forest based canine
disease which the Animal Health Organisation
categorically states is different to Seasonal
Canine Illness.

Alabama Rot
This is a disease that has been known
about since the late 1980’s. It was initially
thought to only affect racing Greyhounds
in the USA but, since December 2012, a
number of suspected cases of Alabama Rot
have been seen in the UK. These have been
predominately in the New Forest although
cases have also been identified from Dorset,
Yorkshire and Monmouthshire, Shropshire
and Northamptonshire.
The number of affected dogs is small (27) but
the number of these cases where the disease
has proved fatal is high.The New Forest
District Council has a table showing locations
(http://goo.gl/d0mVe7) which is updated.
The first typical symptom of the disease is a
skin lesion 0 - 7 days after walking in the forest,
which may appear as a blister or ulcer usually
below the stifle and elbow or on the face.
Over the subsequent 2 - 7 days the second
symptom of kidney disease develops
including vomiting, reduced appetite and
tiredness. However it is important to stress
that most skin injuries and kidney problems
are not caused by this disease. Early
treatment by the vets can improve survival
chances and suspicions should be passed on
to your vet.
Ongoing research and testing of the
environment has so far not produced any
cause or agent responsible although several
agencies and local vets are closely involved
in the investigation.
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REMEMBERING

Remembering...
Charlie
Charlie

Charlie was not the nicest of dogs when I
homed him four and a half years ago. Much
good work to improve his poor behaviour had
been completed by the Rescue Centre but
there was more to be done. He responded
well to the rules of the house and before
long there was almost no recurrence of his
former behaviour. Charlie became happier,
affectionate and companionable. He tolerated
the cat, regarded long walks as a waste of time,
occupied the sofa when he thought I wasn’t
looking and enjoyed “killing” the mail when it
arrived. Like many of us in middle age, his waist
expanded. Reluctantly he lost weight, became
fitter, more active and appeared younger than
his twelve years. I thought he had several more
years ahead of him. It was therefore a bitter blow
when his heart began to fail. He was treated by
the vet which gave him a little extra time but was
put to sleep at the end of December.
Thanks to the Rescue Centre I made one of
the best decisions of my life – homing Charlie.
He enhanced the four and half years he was
with me. I miss him more than I can say.
NP (Chesham)
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Ellie

We wanted to write to let you know that
after more than ten enormously happy and
fulfilling years with our Collie Miss Ellie, who
we adopted from you back in 2003, we have
had to have her put to sleep after she suffered
a collapse. Being a rescue dog we obviously
never knew her age, but she must have been at
least 14 years old, if not more…Even though
we knew that Ellie’s health was failing, the
suddenness and circumstances of her death
have still been a terrible shock for which you
can never really prepare yourself.
She was a dog with a big personality, highly
intelligent and full of life and energy until the
last few years when arthritis slowed her down.
We were very proud of her being involved as
our guest presenter at the fund-raising evening
we organised for your Rescue Centre in 2008
when she managed to upstage our guest author
Martin Clunes and helped to raise over £1000
in a single evening towards your move to new
premises. She started have regular hydrotherapy
for her arthritis about four years ago and in
2010 took part in a charity swimathon where
she raised over £400 in sponsorship from both
our friends and the many customers who knew
her in our bookshop. The photo of Ellie was
taken after she finished her charity swim and is
one of our favourites.

Ellie

Biggles

We are hugely grateful for you rescuing her so
she was there to be our pet and companion
for the rest of her long life, and we admire the
wonderful work you continue to do in saving
so many dogs. We wish you the very best in
your re-building project this year.
Regards,
SP & AJ (Hoddesdon)

Biggles

It is with great sadness that we are writing to
tell you that Biggles is no longer with us. Since
Christmas he had become very frail and on
Tuesday old age finally caught up with him and
it was time to say goodbye.
We are totally devastated but time is a healer
and one thing is we have so many happy
memories which we will be able to look back
on in time. Every dog is different but he was
very special and we were so incredibly lucky
that Biggles, together with his mum Bonnie,
became part of our family. For that alone we
will always be grateful to you at Chilterns Dog
Rescue and will continue to support your
invaluable work.

Our home is really empty now as are our
hearts but at least we were able to spend 11
wonderful years with him.
NR & SR (Denham)

Ted

It is with great sadness that I write to let you
know that Ted, rescued as a 10 week old puppy
in 2001, died on 19th November 2013. It was
very sudden and totally unexpected. He still
enjoyed long walks and was a great friend to
us all. He has left a huge hole in our lives but
I want to thank you for letting us have Ted all
those years ago. Please continue with your
wonderful work.
KC and family

Ted
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Bromley Heights
St Leonards Road
Chivery, Nr Tring
Herts HP23 6LD

EST 1963

CHILTERNS DOG
RESCUE SOCIETY

Tel. No. 01296 623885
Fax. No. 01296 623813
Email: cdrsoffice@aol.com

PUTTING DOGS FIRST

Membership and Donation Form
Personal Details
Name:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Signature:

Date:

Donation Details
Please find enclosed my donation of £

towards the running costs of Chilterns Dog Rescue Society

Membership Details
Please find enclosed my annual membership fee of:

£10

£15

£25

£50

Other

Payment Details
Please make cheques payable to Chilterns Dog Rescue Society and send it to the address above. If you require
a receipt, please enclose a stamped addressed envelope.
Gift Aid
Please treat as Gift Aid donations all qualifying gifts of money made:
Today, in the past 4 years or in the future

Please tick the box if this applies.

I confirm I have paid or will pay an amount of Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax for each tax year (6 April
to 5 April) that is at least equal to the amount of tax that all the charities or Community Amateur Sports
Clubs that I donate to will reclaim on my gifts for that tax year. I understand that other taxes such as VAT
and Council Tax do not qualify.
I understand the charity will reclaim 25p of tax on every £1 that I gave on or after 6 April 2008.
Date:

Signature:

Remember to notify us if you no longer pay income tax or capital gains tax equal to the tax we reclaim on your donations.You can cancel this
Declaration at any time by notifying the Society. Please notify the Society if you change your address.
The data that you provide will be used in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1985. We normally hold your details on a computer but we do
not disclose your personal details or information concerning your donations to any other organisation. Please indicate if you do not want your
details to be held on a computer

I would like to assist CDRS with:
Fundraising
Sponsorship

Reg.Char. No. 257557

Dog Walking

Putting dogs first

Other (please specify)

www.chilternsdogrescue.org.uk

Your Dog Rescue Needs You
Do you have a couple of hours to spare on an occasional
Saturday or week day? Do you have a friendly smile and like
talking to people? If so, then CDRS needs you!!

During the year there are CDRS street and shop collections taking place
through out the area. These usually take place either at a supermarket or in
the town centre and run between 9am and 5pm. We are always looking for
volunteers to help fill the two hour collecting slots to publicise the work of
the Society and help raise money for the dogs in our care. These collections
are vital for assisting in the overall running of the Rescue Centre, without
them it would be much harder to achieve the amazing results we do. This
activity raises thousands of pounds each year which just goes to prove
the wonderful generosity of the general public, even when the economic
climate is not particularly rosy. Our volunteers were also able to help find
homes for some of our rescue dogs by advising potential adopters how
to go about finding a CDRS dog for their home.
If you would be interested in helping us from time to time for just
a couple of hours, please email cdrsevents@aol.com for further
information of where we will be collecting in 2014.

CHILTERNS DOG RESCUE SOCIETY
Registered Charity Number 257557

Established in 1963, Chilterns Dog Rescue Society offers accommodation and care for unwanted and homeless
dogs until permanent homes can be found for them.
The Society has successfully rehomed in excess of 18,000 dogs and currently re-homes approximately 350 dogs
a year of all ages, sizes, breeds and backgrounds.
Chilterns Dog Rescue Society pays a lot of attention to placing the right dog in the right home and qualified
trainers and behaviourists provide training support to individual dogs if required. Dog training is routinely
offered to all prospective adopters and behavioural counselling and practical advice is available to members of
the public experiencing problems with dogs from other sources.
With a difficult economic climate, the needs of local dogs, and indeed dogs across the country, are greater
than ever. The new premises we have bought in Chivery, near Tring provide a lovely, secluded situation just five
miles from our previous location in Ashley Green. After fifty years, we now have the opportunity to construct
purpose built kennels and training facilities for dogs with nowhere else to turn. There is still so much work to
do but we look forward to the challenges that await us as we move to a new era of rescue and rehoming for
the Society, always putting dogs first.
Interested individuals and groups can help in a number of ways, for example by:

•
•
•
•
•
•

becoming a member
assisting with one of our varied fund raising events
organising a fund raising event of their own
becoming a sponsor of dogs with special needs
making a one-off donation or regular contribution
remembering the dogs when making a will

• becoming a voluntary dog walker
• collecting blankets and towels for use
at the Rescue Centre

• offering any special skills which may be of interest
• forming a working party to help with
on-going site projects

If you would like to become more involved with the work of Chilterns Dog Rescue Society,
please do not hesitate to get in touch to find out more about how you can make a
difference to dogs in need. For further information please telephone 01296 623885.

EST 1963

CHILTERNS DOG
RESCUE SOCIETY
PUTTING DOGS FIRST

FOUNDER
Mrs I.A. Bromley
HONORARY PRESIDENT
Mrs C. Strange
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Mr D. Lewis - Chairman
Mr N. Parker - Secretary
Mr T. Pilling - Treasurer
Mr D. King - Trustee
COMMITTEE ADVISORS
Mrs C. Strange
Mrs S. Muncke - Rescue Centre Manager
Mrs B. Stringer - Deputy Rescue Centre Manager
ADDRESS
Chilterns Dog Rescue Society
Bromley Heights
St Leonards Road
Chivery, Nr.Tring
Herts HP23 6LD
CONTACTS
Tel: 01296 623885
Fax: 01296 623813
Email: cdrsoffice@aol.com
www.chilternsdogrescue.org.uk
OPENING HOURS
10.30am - 2.00pm 6 days a week
Closed Wednesdays
Reg. Char. No. 257557

